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Presentation Notes
Jeanette is the meeting host. She will kick off the presentation by welcoming everyone.When all opening remarks are completed, Jeanette introduces the presenter:  Welcome to the Medicaid and CHIP Program (MACPro) System Health Home State Plan Amendment Roles Training for CMS Users. �My name is Jeanette James and I am part of the Center for Medicaid and CHIP Services in the Data & Systems Group under the leadership of Jessica Kahn and Deborah Stewart. I work in the Division of Operations and Technical Services under the leadership of Dona Coffman.  Our Division assists the business components in developing and providing Training and Assistance to the MACPro User Community.Today’s training will cover the Health Home State Plan Amendment MACPro Roles for CMS and state users. I now welcome Mary Pat Farkas to provide an overview of today’s training.<< Mary Pat introduces the presenter>>Your presenter for today’s session will be Katie Lane from Truven Health Analytics, I now turn it over to Katie Lane.The webinar presenter starts:Hello, my name is Katie Lane and I’m with Truven Health Analytics. Truven Health is the education, training, and assistance contractor for the MACPro System. The purpose of today’s webinar is to help you understand the roles and the responsibilities of the roles in MACPro’s Health Home State Plan Amendment submission, review, and disposition process. Additionally, by the end of this presentation, you will understand the next steps for getting ready to work on Health Home SPAs in MACPro.   The call is on presentation mode to prevent background noises. There will be an opportunity to ask questions at the end of the presentation. CMS and training personnel are here to assist with any questions you may have at that time.  Also, please note that we are recording this session for future viewing and the slides presented today were provided via email. 



What is MACPro?

What is MACPro?

 MACPro Health Home State Plan Amendment (SPA)

 Conversion from MMDL to MACPro

 MACPro Health Home SPA User Roles

 MACPro CMS and State Health Home SPA Workflows

 How Do I Get Access to MACPro?

 Help Desk and Technical Assistance

What’s Next?

 Questions
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Presentation Notes
We have a full agenda for today:We’ll start with a brief background on MACProThen, we will discuss the rollout plan for MACPro Health Home State Plan Amendments or (SPAs)Followed by details on the conversion from MMDL to MACProAnd an explanation of the MACPro Health Home SPA user roles and the workflows in which they are involved.The webinar will end with information about:How to access MACPro, next steps, how to obtain technical assistance for using the system, and an opportunity to ask questions.



What is MACPro?
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Let’s begin our webinar with a brief background on MACPro.



What is MACPro?

 A web-based system for the submission, review, disposition, and 
management support of Medicaid and CHIP initiatives
 State Plan Amendments (SPA)
 Quality Measures Reporting
 Waivers
 Demonstrations
 Advance Planning Documents

 Will eventually replace the Medicaid Model Data Lab (MMDL) and 
paper-based process of submitting and reviewing Health Home SPAs
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MACPro is a web-based system for the submission, review, disposition, and management of Medicaid and CHIP initiatives, such as State Plan Amendments and Quality Measurement reporting.  For some applications, MACPro will be a new online submission tool.  For others, it will be a change from what was a manual workflow to an electronic workflow.  And for some, it will be the first time information is collected. In terms of Health Home State Plan Amendments, MACPro will eventually replace the Medicaid Model Data Lab (MMDL) and the paper based process of submitting and reviewing Health Home SPAs. 



Background on MACPro

Why is MACPro being 
implemented? 
 To improve the state reporting 

and federal review processes, 
federal program management, 
and transparency

 To support data-driven decision 
making for Medicaid and CHIP 
programs through online access 
to data and information
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MACPro is being implemented to improve the state reporting and federal review processes, program management, and transparency.  Both CMS and States will know where a submission resides, when the CMS response is due, and the status of the review. Additionally, MACPro supports data-driven decision making for Medicaid and CHIP programs.



MACPro Health Home SPA 
Rollout Plan
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Let’s talk about the Health Homes SPA Rollout Plan.



MACPro Health Home SPA 
Rollout Plan

Health Home SPA Release
Trainings will cover:

 Available roles in MACPro
 How to get access to MACPro
 How to submit SPAs
 CMS review and approval process
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If you are involved with Quality Measures reporting, you may be familiar with MACPro already– it was launched in December 2015 and contains the Quality Measure reporting for the: Maternal Infant Health InitiativeHealth Home Quality MeasuresAdult Quality Measures; and Child Quality Measures.Today’s training will focus on the available roles in MACPro for Health Home SPA users.Future trainings will be offered on:How to submit State Plan Amendments; andCMS’ review and approval processes.



Conversion from Medicaid Model 
Data Lab (MMDL) to MACPro
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Health Home SPAs previously approved in the Medicaid Model Data Lab (MMDL) will be converted into MACPro. 



Conversion from 
MMDL to MACPro

 The data in MMDL from approved Health Homes 
SPAs will be copied into the MACPro Health Homes 
template, for states to use as the basis for future 
amendments
 Except where the MMDL and MACPro templates 

differ, states will find the MACPro screens 
prepopulated with the currently approved 
information

 The official and complete copy of all Health Homes 
SPAs approved in MMDL may be viewed in MACPro 
as PDFs

 Health Homes SPAs currently being processed in 
MMDL will be completed in MMDL

 As of May 2, 2016, all new SPA actions should be 
made in MACPro

 When subsequent SPAs are submitted and approved 
in MACPro, they become the official record of the 
Health Homes program
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The data in MMDL from approved Health Homes SPAs will be copied into the MACPro Health Homes template for states to use as the basis for future amendments. States will find the MACPro screens prepopulated with the currently approved information except where the MMDL and MACPro templates differ.In time, the official and complete copy of all Health Homes SPAs approved in MMDL may be viewed in MACPro as PDFsHealth Homes SPAs currently being processed in MMDL will be completed in MMDL.  And, as of May 2, 2016, all new SPA actions should be made in MACPro.Finally, when subsequent SPAs are submitted and approved in MACPro, they become the official record of the Health Homes program.



MACPro Health Home SPA 
CMS User Roles
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Now we’ll review the different Health Home SPA user roles within MACPro.  The first step in preparing to work in MACPro is obtaining a MACPro role.



What Will I Learn?
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What are the CMS Health Homes SPA MACPro 
roles? 

What does each CMS MACPro Health Home SPA 
role do? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a moment to discuss what you will learn in this section.We will cover which CMS Health Home SPA MACPro roles are available and what each role can do. 



MACPro SPA User Roles

 Numerous distinct CMS and state user roles in MACPro

 MACPro roles determine users’ authority, range of available actions, 
responsibilities, and what reports can be accessed

 MACPro roles differ from those currently used in other CMS web-
based systems (e.g., MMDL, WMS, CARTS)

 MACPro Health Home SPA CMS roles differ from MACPro CMS 
Quality Measure Roles

 All roles must be filled for proper workflow functionality
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Different roles have been established for CMS and states within the MACPro system.  These MACPro roles determine to what capacity a user will employ MACPro.It’s important to note that the user roles in MACPro differ from those that are used in CMS’ other web-based systems, like MMDL, WMS, and CARTS.  And, MACPro Health Home SPA CMS roles differ from MACPro CMS Quality Measure roles. Finally, all roles must be filled for proper workflow functionality.



MACPro Health Home SPA 
CMS User Roles

CMS Point of Contact 
(CPOC)

 CMS Point of Contact 
Administrator (CMS POC 
Admin)

Submission Review 
Team (SRT)

CMS Senior 
Management (SrMGR)

 CMS Package Approver 
(PA)

 CMS Package Disapprover 
(PD)

 Subscriber (SUB)
 Subject Matter Expert 

(SME)
Office of Strategic 

Operations and Regulatory 
Affairs (OSORA)

Report Administrator (RA)
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First, let’s review the Health Home SPA roles available to CMS.This page shows the MACPro user roles and we will go into each role in detail in the following slides. You’ll notice that there are three roles in bold. These are the three most central roles within the CMS workflows including the CMS Point of Contact, the Submission Review Team, and CMS Senior Management.The CMS Point of Contact (or CPOC) is the person responsible for the review process and ongoing communication with the state regarding a submission. The Submission Review Team (or SRT) is the role for individuals identified to review reviewable units within a specific submission. Reviewable units are essentially sections of a submission package such as Health Home Payment Methodologies or Health Homes Service Providers. Future trainings will go into Reviewable Units in further detail. The person with a CMS Senior Management (or SrMGR) role reviews the submission and the approval/disapproval recommendation.Like I mentioned before, it is important to remember that all CMS roles must be filled for proper workflow functionality.



MACPro Health Home SPA 
CMS User Role Descriptions

Primary User Actions

CMS Package 
Disapprover (PD)

• Disapproves packages

This role is for Central Office users only

Office of Strategic 
Operations & 
Regulatory Affairs 
(OSORA)

• Coordinates communication for disapproval process
between CMS Offices

• Informs CMS Point of Contact and CMS Point of Contact
Admin of package clearance and documentation
completion
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The CMS Package Disapprover (or PD) can:Disapprove packagesThe Package Disapprover role is for Central Office users only.The Office of Strategic Operations & Regulatory Affairs (OSORA) role can: Coordinate communication for the disapproval process between CMS Offices; andInforms the CPOC and POC Admin upon package clearance and documentation completion



MACPro Health Home SPA 
CMS User Role Descriptions

Primary User Actions

CMS Senior 
Management 
(SrMGR) 

• Evaluates recommended disposition
• Reviews recommended disposition of disapproval and

disapproval justification

CMS Package 
Approver (PA)

• Approves Medicaid SPA packages
Central Office Role for P1 and P2 SPAs; Regional Office 
Role for P3 SPAs 
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The CMS Senior Management (or SrMGR) role can: Evaluate the recommended disposition provided by the CPOCReview the recommended disposition of disapprovals and the disapproval justificationThe CMS Package Approver (or PA) role can:  Approve SPA packagesEach user with this role can be associated to one Regional Office at a time, or to Central Office.



MACPro Health Home SPA 
CMS User Role Descriptions

Primary User Actions

CMS Point of 
Contact 
Administrator (POC 
Admin)

• Oversees the submission package through the CMS
senior management review process for recommended
disapprovals

• Tailors disapproval notices

Subject Matter 
Expert (SME)

• Provides SME input to Review Team, upon request
(offline or as SRT member)
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The Point of Contact Administrator (POC Admin) role can:Oversee the official submission package through the CMS senior management review process for disapprovals; andTailor disapproval letters to states.The Subject Matter Expert (SME) role can:  Provide SME input to Review Team, upon request through an offline process or as a member of the Submission Review Team.



MACPro Health Home SPA 
CMS User Role Descriptions

Primary User Actions

Submission Review 
Team (SRT)

• Receives package review assignments
• Provides section assessments through the Review Tool
• Reviews and submits notes and comments for Official

and Draft Submissions
• Provides recommendations for RAI, Approval, and

Disapproval
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For each submission, there is a Submission Review Team made up of the Submission Review Team (or SRT) members and the CPOC. Each member of the SRT receives a review assignment and reviews and submits comments about the submission using the review tool.  The feedback provided by the SRT members is used by the CPOC to recommend approval or disapproval, or to request and RAI or clarification. The Submission Review Team (SRT) role can:Receive package review assignmentsProvides section assessments through the Review ToolReviews and submits notes and comments for Official and Draft submissions; and Provide recommendations for RAI, Approval, and/or Disapproval



MACPro Health Home SPA 
CMS User Role Descriptions

Primary 
User

Actions

CMS Point
of Contact 
(CPOC)

• Oversees the review of Official and Draft submissions
• Maintains the composition of the review team (selects review team members

within MACPro)
• Documents and reviews correspondence log entries
• Reviews team feedback within the Review Tool
• Recommends a disposition for a submission package
• Requests clarifications and initiates a request for additional information (RAI)

from the state
• Tailors approval notice to the state
• Sets and manages internal milestones and reminders for SRT and SrMGR
• Oversees the submission package through the CMS senior management review

process for recommended approvals

CMS users may choose to be CPOCs for specific states within their 
program and authority
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The CMS Point of Contact (or CPOC) is the primary liaison with the state for a particular submission and coordinates the review process.  The CPOC role can: Oversee the review of Official and Draft submissionsMaintains the composition of the review team (selects review team members within MACPro)Documents and reviews correspondence log entriesReviews team feedback within the Review ToolRecommends a disposition for a submission packageRequests clarifications and initiates a request for additional information (RAI) from the stateTailors approval notice to the stateSets and manages internal milestones for SRT members and Sr. Managers; andOversees the submission package through the CMS senior management review process for recommended approvalsCMS users may choose to be CPOCs for specific states within their program and authority.



MACPro Health Home SPA 
CMS User Role Descriptions

Primary User Actions

Report 
Administrator 
(RA)

• Views reports and submission packages on behalf of CMS 
Review Team Administrators (POC Admin)

Subscriber (SUB) • Subscribes to specific states of interest

CMS users may choose to be subscribers for specific states within 
their program and authority
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The Report Administrator (or RA) role can: Views reports and submission packages on behalf of CMS Review Team Administrators (POC Admin)Report Administrators cannot hold any other roles in MACPro. And the Subscriber (or SUB) role subscribes to information for specific states of interest and can view information in a read only format. CMS users may choose to be subscribers for specific states within a program and authority.



MACPro Health Home SPA
CMS Workflows
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Now, let’s look at how these roles operate in the review process.



What Will I Learn? 
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• Generally, how is a SPA reviewed by CMS?
• Who is involved in the approval process?
• Who is involved in the disapproval process?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, we’ll take a moment to discuss what you will learn in this section.We will cover (generally) how a SPA is reviewed by CMS. Additionally, we will further describe which roles are involved in the approval and disapproval CMS process flows in MACPro.  



Official SPA Submission:
CMS Approval Workflow
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Here is the full CMS SPA approval workflow.  Right now, this may be a lot to take in. We will break it down step by step in the following slides. However, as you become more familiar with MACPro, I suggest keeping this slide in mind for your future reference. There will be future trainings that walk through these steps within the MACPro system. 



Official SPA Submission:
CMS Approval Workflow
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First, the state submits the official SPA submission package to CMS. Then, the CMS Point of Contact or CPOC receives the submission package.The CPOC selects Submission Review Team (SRT) members for each reviewable unit or section of the SPA submission package and sets a milestone date for their completion of their assessment within the review tool. The milestone date is essentially an internal due date to ensure the review stays within the 90 day clock. If during review, there are some quick questions and potential quick revisions that need to be done by the state, a clarification may be done returning the package to the state. A clarification is what you may know as an “unlock” in MMDL. We will go into those steps in detail in a few slides. Once the review of the submission is complete, the CPOC provides a recommended disposition within MACPro. The CPOC may recommend a Request for Additional Information or RAI based on the review of the package. This will return the package to the state with specific questions and stop the 90 day clock. We will go into this process in more detail in a few slides. The CPOC may also recommend disapproval and this alters the workflow. We will review the disapproval workflow as well. If the CPOC recommends approval, he/she will then draft the approval notice and select senior management roles to review the package. Senior Management then reviews the package disposition recommendation and has the option to request a meeting or disagree with the recommendation.



Official SPA Submission:
CMS Approval Workflow
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Senior Management then reviews the package disposition and we will assume that senior management agrees with the recommended approval. in some instances the CPOC may bypass outstanding Senior Management responses in order to keep with the 90 day clock. Next, the package approver receives the package he/she has the option to request a meeting; the package approver does not have the option in MACPro to disagree with the recommended approval Once the package approver agrees with the approval the CPOC receives the package, uploads the PDF approval letter and returns the package to the SPOC, SPOC receives the package and acknowledges receipt. Finally, the CPOC closes the package in MACPro.



Official SPA Submission:
CMS Approval Workflow
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Here is the full CMS workflow again. As you can see, we reviewed in detail the top and bottom halves in the previous slide. Next, we are going to review in detail the Clarification process. 



Clarification Process
Detailed View

• Clarification process does not stop the 90 day clock 
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First, the CMS Point of Contact writes question(s) to the state in the correspondence log related to the clarification request. Then, the CMS Point of Contact initiates the clarification and returns the submission package to the state. The State Point of Contact receives the package in their task list and notice that the correspondence log was updated. The State Point of Contact then reads the correspondence log message from CMS. At this point, the State Point of Contact determines if the package needs to be updated. If so, the State Point of Contact responds to the CPOC in the correspondence log accordingly and updates the package. If not, the State Point of Contact responds to the questions in the Correspondence Log and does not modify the package. Once the clarification questions are resolved, the State Point of Contact returns the submission package to CMS for continued review. Reminder, the clarification process does not stop the 90 day clock.  



Official SPA Submission:
CMS Approval Workflow
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And now, we will go over the RAI process in more detail. 



RAI Process
Detailed View
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• RAI process stops the 90 day clock 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CMS Point of Contact and/or the Submission Review Team recommend RAI within the Review Tool. Then, the CMS Point of Contact “Takes Action on the Package” and initiates RAI. The CMS Point of Contact completes the RAI form and returns the submission package to the state. Then, the State Point of Contact receives the submission packages and RAI form in their to do list. At this point, the State Point of Contact determines if the package needs to be updated based on the information asked in the RAI form. If so, the state point of contact modifies the package accordingly and responds to the questions within the RAI form. If not, the state point of contact responds to the questions in the RAI form and does not modify the package. Once the RAI form and any modifications to the submission package are complete, the State Point of Contact returns the submission package and RAI form to CMS. A new 90 day clock begins at this point. 



Official SPA Submission:
CMS Disapproval Workflow
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Now, let’s look at how the process flow would differ in the case of a disapproval. Like with the approval flow, we will break the disapproval flow down to review in two part, beginning with the upper portion of this workflow. 



Official SPA Submission:
CMS Disapproval Workflow
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Much of the process is the same in the beginning stages of the disapproval workflow compared to the approval flow. We will start with the point at which the CPOC determines that they will recommend disapproval.  At this point, the POC Admin completes the disapproval package and selects senior management users to review the package and the disapproval recommendation. Then, senior management reviews the package and recommended disposition. The Senior Management user may request a meeting Or, the senior management user may disagree with the recommendation, which returns the package to the CPOC for the submission review team to re-review. 



Official SPA Submission:
CMS Disapproval Workflow
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Again, senior management reviews the package. Let’s assume that Senior Management agrees with the disapproval. The Package Disapprover then receives the package. The Package Disapprover may request a meeting. Once the Package Disapprover agrees with the disapproval. The OSORA receives the package and coordinates with external stakeholders. The Package Disapprover then disapproves the package  Once the package is disapproved, the CPOC receives the package, uploads the PDF disapproval letter, and returns the package to the SPOC. The SPOC receives the package and acknowledges receipt.   and the CPOC closes the package. 



MACPro Health Home SPA
State User Roles
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Let’s now review the State MACPro Health Home SPA roles. 



What Will I Learn? 
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• Generally, who is involved in the state process?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section, we will cover generally who is involved when a state creates and submits a SPA.



MACPro Health Home SPA 
State User Roles

State Editor (SE)

State Point of Contact (SPOC)

State/Territory Medicaid Director (State Director)

State System Administrator (SSA)
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This page lists MACPro’s Health Home SPA state user roles. A state user may have more than one Health Home SPA role in MACPro. Please note, this is specific to MACPro Health Home SPA users. If you also submit Quality Measures, please refer to the Quality Measures training and support materials to reference role functionality for those authorities.It is important to note that all state roles must be filled for proper workflow functionality.



MACPro Health Home SPA
State User Role Descriptions

Primary User Actions

State Editor
(SE)

• Responsible for creating SPA submission packages
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Let’s go over the four state roles in detail.The State Editor begins the state report process in MACPro and is responsible for creating State Plan Amendment submission packages. 



MACPro Health Home SPA
State User Role Descriptions

Primary User Actions

State Point of 
Contact (SPOC)

• Responsible for reviewing and submitting the SPA
submission to CMS

• Responds to Requests for Additional Information
(RAIs) from CMS

• Documents and reviews Correspondence Log
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The State Point of Contact (or SPOC) is the next person in the process.The SPOC role is: Responsible for reviewing and submitting the SPA submission to CMS Responds to Requests for Additional Information (RAIs) from CMS; and Documents and reviews the correspondence log



MACPro Health Home SPA
State User Role Descriptions

Primary User Actions

State Director
(State Director)

• Reviews and certifies submission packages

State System 
Administrator (SSA)

• Creates/maintains State Profile
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The State Director is the third step in the state SPA submission process.�The State Director role reviews and certifies submission packages. �The State System Administrator (or SSA) is an administrative role that can:Create and maintain the State Profile, which must be completed before any SPAs are created within the stateApprove state role requests for users Reassign state tasks; and Disassociate users from roles�Please note, the SSA role operates differently for MACPro Health Home SPA than Quality Measures. Please refer to the Quality Measures training and support materials to reference role functionality for Quality Measure authorities. 



MACPro Health Home SPA
State Workflow
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Next, we will review the state submission process flow. 



What Will I Learn? 
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• Generally, how does a state create and submit a SPA?
• Who is involved in the state submission process? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section, we will cover generally how a state creates and submits a SPA and who from the state is involved in the process. 



Official SPA Submission:
State Workflow
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Here is the full state SPA submission workflow.  Let’s walk through the steps for this process.First, the State Editor creates the SPA submission package and completes/validates the reviewable units. Then, the State Editor sends the package to the State Point of Contact or SPOC for review. The State Point of Contact reviews the package and includes any needed updates. The State Point of Contact may return the package to the state editor for further edits, if needed. If not, the State Point of Contact forwards to the State Director for review and certification. The State Director then reviews the package, but they cannot edit the information. If edits are needed, the State Director may return the package to the State Point of Contact. Assuming the State Director certifies, the package is sent to the State Point of Contact for submission to CMS. The State Point of Contact then can submit the package; however, if they notice changes are needed, they may select to edit the package and resend it for certification by the State Director. There will be a state focused in-system demonstration that will review each of these steps in further detail in a future training. 



How Do I Get Access to MACPro?
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Let’s now review how you will obtain access to MACPro.



Health Home SPA Release 
User Provisioning

 Reach out to your manager to make sure your role was 
identified on a CMS MACPro Roles Template

 All CMS roles requests should be confirmed for your ENTIRE 
team by March 23rd, 2016. 
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There are two parts to the provisioning process for this release of MACPro. Managers have been working to identify who should hold which MACPro roles. Reach out to your managers to make sure your role was identified on a CMS MACPro Roles Template.Then, a single MACPro roles template for the with your team with all information should be sent to the MACPro Help Desk by March 23rd , 2016. 



MACPro Help Desk 
and Technical Assistance
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Technical Assistance will be available to MACPro users.



Help Desk and 
Technical Assistance

For issues related to MACPro access and how to use the 
MACPro system
 Contact the MACPro Help Desk at

◊Email: MACPro_Helpdesk@cms.hhs.gov
◊Phone:301–547–4688
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For issues related to MACPro access and how to use the MACPro system contact the MACPro Help Desk at MACPro_Helpdesk@cms.hhs.gov or call 301-547-4688. 

mailto:MACPro_Helpdesk@cms.hhs.gov


Help Desk and 
Technical Assistance (cont.)

Information to provide in email request
 User contact information (Name, phone number, 

organization/state, email address, User ID)

 Application (Health Home SPA)

 Extent of problem (Individual desktop, multiple desktops at 
site, entire site) and description

 Last screen/tab/navigation activity before problem

 Error Message (exact verbiage) or screenshot
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To help expedite an answer to your request, here’s the information that should be provided in an email request to the Help Desk:Your contact informationThe application you are using (MACPro Health Home SPA)Give a detailed description of the problem, including how many people are being affected by itSpecify the last screen or activity that was performed before experiencing the issue; andInclude the error message that appeared – and preferably a screenshot.



Next Steps

 Send the MACPro Role Templates back to 
MACPro_HelpDesk@cms.hhs.gov

 In-system demonstrations will be conducted

 You will receive notifications with your MACPro information

 Look out for the MACPro Health Homes State Plan 
Amendment (SPA) release announcement
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Here’s a reminder of your next steps. Management within your center or group will return the MACPro roles template with their team’s information to the MACPro Helpdesk at MACPro_helpdesk@cms.hhs.gov In-system demonstrations will be conducted that will provide you a first hand look at how Health Home SPAs will be created, submitted, and dispositioned in MACPro. There will be two demonstrations; one focusing on state actions and another focusing on CMS. You will receive notifications including your MACPro information once the roles templates are processedFinally, look out for the MACPro Health Homes SPA release announcement.

mailto:MACPro_HelpDesk@cms.hhs.gov


Questions?
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Are there any questions or comments? 
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